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About Us

If you are looking for only the best websites made by a 
team of dedicated, experienced designers to making your 
website align with your vision, you have come to the right 
place! 

CloudSoft by Pigaboostin an award-winning website design 
agency that has operated for over 10 years and to date 
has created and published over 100+ sites for our clients. 
We employ multiple, highly accredited designers all of 
whom are incredibly passionate about what they do, and 
take pride in building only the best websites. By having a 
diverse team of designers all with different expertises, we 
have the flexibility to match our best designer with the 
right skillset to your project, to achieve the best possible 
results. 

Over these years, we have gained heaps of industry 
experience and we are well renowned for our unique, 
professional looking sites and our teams ability to achieve 
the impossible when it comes to design and creation. 

Our team on Fiverr use Wix to make and edit sites. We are 
experts at making stunning Wix sites, and, by using Wix we 
can easily transfer site ownership over to you when our 

work is done so you can easily edit the site in the Wix 
editor after we are finished with our work. 

Our agency, with its 100+ developed sites has maintained 
a 100% positive feedback and an overall 5-star rating.  

Prior to launching on Fiverr, CloudSoft developed 
numerous websites for local clients in our hometown of 
Sydney Australia, where we continue to base all of our 
operations out of today.  

We have always strongly believed that the customer is at 
the absolute centre of all our operations, so we strive to 
make the website design experience as seamless and 
perfect as possible for you. We will do everything in our 
power to ensure that your finished site aligns with your 
vision. We understand that in todays world, your website 
is the centre of your brand, and your business. Your 
website’s design can be a make or break for your business, 
so, our team ensures that our work matches your brand 
and your business as best as possible, while still being 
highly converting and incorporating a stunning, functional 
and modern design.

10+ Years Experience, 100% Positive Feedback, Dedicated Team



Why Choose Us?
We value our customers, and always 
provide complimentary support.

We value our customers and understand the importance of a 
perfect website to you. This is why we are one of the proud 
few design agencies on the internet to offer: 

• Unlimited Revisions on all pricing plans, because we know 
that your website needs to be perfect, and we need your 
constant feedback and input to make it this way 

• Free Lifetime Support on all pricing plans for all of our 
customers. Our team will always be available on Fiverr to 
answer any of your questions and help you out. If there’s a 
problem we cant solve, we will get in touch with our 
dedicated contacts at wix. 

• 3 Month Warranty for all orders, if there are any 
problems or defects with your site as a result of our work, 
we will fix them immediately free of charge. 

• 100% Satisfaction Guarantee your full satisfaction is our 
#1 priority, so we will do anything in our power to ensure 
your site meets your expectations. If we cant meet your 
expectations, we will fully refund you. 

• Security Assurance Our work never requires access to 
your account details, we access your site through our own 
accounts, meaning the site never leaves your ownership. 
Additionally we never sell or share any information about 
you or your project 

• 30% Off Discount for Previous Clients

Our Process
We pride ourselves on our thorough 
design process.

Our team follow an elaborate and thorough design process, 
to ensure that our finished work is of the finest quality and 
exceeding your expectations.  

Upon receiving your project details and your order, our 
whole team will get together to brainstorm how we are going 
to go about making your vision into reality and make a plan 
for how we are going to go about building your project. This 
way the design will have the input from all of our experienced 
team members.  

We then will decide who in the team’s skillset is best suited 
to work on your project, and then we get started! 

Throughout the process, we will be in constant collaboration 
with you, sending drafts into you for your review, hearing 
your feedback and incorporating it. This process repeats 
until you land with the absolute perfect website. 

Once you are completely satisfied with the project, our work 
is not yet over. We will always be there forever to answer any 
questions you may have for free, and we will help you get 
started with your new website!



Accolades
We are proud of the continuous praise 
for our work and our achievements

Over our 10 years of operation, we are proud to have a track 
record better than most other design agencies. We have 
maintained a proud 100% positive feedback as well as a 5 
star rating on Fiverr. 

Additionally, we are a design studio certified by wix and 
recognised for our ongoing commitment to quality. Read 
more about this in the "Our Wix Partnership” section. 

According to Fiverr statistics, we see our buyers returning 
to us for future work significantly more than the industry 
average, showing what our clients think of our services. 

Our team of designers have also together won many 
industry awards, been recognised for their quality and 
innovation and had the opportunities to work with 
organisations such as Wix and Adobe in developing reports 
and presentations regarding the future of design in the 
website space. 

Our Wix Partnership
We are a design agency certified 
with and partnered with wix

Our team are proud to be one of only a handful of design 
agencies to work closely with our main platform Wix. 
Starting in 2021, we were one of the first agencies to be 
admitted to the WIX Partner Program - an insider program 
for design agencies to closely collaborate with wix. Today, 
CloudSoft by Pigaboostin is one of the leading agencies in 
the program, recognised with its premier partner 
recognition from wix. 

What does this mean for you? 
For our clients, this means that our team has direct 
dedicated contacts with the wix development and 
management team, meaning that we can quickly and swiftly 
resolve unforeseen problems, request new features and 
send feedback.

Pigaboostin Cloudsoft 

PREMIERE PARTNER 
WIX Partner Program



Frequently Asked Questions
If you have some questions about our service, we might have it answered 
here! If not, please feel free to contact us and ask us the question!

I’m new to this, what support can you offer me? 
Our friendly team will be there every step of the way to help 
you learn how to use your new website! All clients are able to 
send us questions 24/7 perpetually, and we are always more 
than happy help! Additionally, if you would like us to help 
update your website over time, we offer our previous clients 
a 30% discount on all future orders! 

Are WIX subscriptions included in your packages? 
Unfortunately no, in order to connect a domain, accept 
payments and remove wix ads, you will need to pay for a Wix 
subscription. You can do this easily via your WIX dashboard 
once our work is completed and we have transferred 
ownership of the website to you - and we are here to help 
you through the process if you get stuck! 

Do you support multilingual sites? 
Yes of course! We can provide plugins into your website that 
will translate the website for visitors in almost every 
language!

What if I don’t like your work? 
This is extremely rare, but we will offer you continuous 
unlimited revisions* until you are fully satisfied. If worst 
comes to worst and we can't meet your standards (this has 
never happened before), we will provide you with a full refund 
immediately - regardless of how much work we have done. 

What if I don’t currently use WIX for my site? 
If you don’t currently use wix and would like to switch over to 
WIX, we are more than happy to help port your site to wix 
while redesigning it! We will take your existing site, and bring 
across all the information and features, while giving it a fresh 
new look (If you so desire). Small additional charges may 
apply depending on complexity. 

What if I want to integrate a 3rd party service not 
native to WIX? 
We have worked with numerous clients that have certain 
aspects of their site such as booking systems, online courses 
etc. hosted in places other than wix. If this is the case for 
your business, our team are more than happy to work with 
you to integrate your 3rd party service seamlessly into your 
new site. Please inform us of this prior to your order. 



Our Work



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Online Stores

!



Rivergarden Resins  Lizzie Hodges 

CloudSoft by Pigaboostin worked closely with the 
Rivergarden Resin’s team to create a unique, stunning 
website that perfectly fits their brand identity!

Hand-Crafted luxury resin art & 
Homewares



Thryve Skateboards
 MacMan 14 
Absolutely incredible , communication is incredible , fast 
turn around and fast response, always happy to listen to 
what we needed and changed any and everything at the 
drop of a hat for us ! 100000% recommend these guys 
and will work with them in the future. Couldn’t of asked 
for a better website design! THANKYOU

Local skateboard brand



Elevate Cameras
 Elevate Team 
These guys are THE BEST!!! They were super kind, 
helpful and friendly, and I love their value with their 
lifetime support and warranty as well! Aside from that 
the awesome design they delivered us has helped drive 
orders significantly!

Startup Action Camera Company



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Online Courses

!



Sleeprep  Joseph Kington 
Amazing, clean professional design thank you very much. 
This current delivery was sent exceptionally fast!Sleep Therapy Course



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Portfolio Websites

!



Luke Robilloard
 Annie Robillard 
Upfront about timeline. Delivered Wix site as I imagined. 
I would order and work with them again in the future. 
This project was for personal use but I could maybe use 
for my professional needs.

Resume and personal portfolio



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Big Businesses

!



Plantware®

 Terry3797 

CloudSoft by Pigaboostin’s designers helped Plantware® 
create their stunning brand new website that has since 
helped drive sales and acquire long-lasting customers.

World leading disposable cutlery



Foreshore FG  BJP170 
Great work, easy to deal with!

Leading Fascia and Gutter installer



Aidada Education
 Danny Shan 

CloudSoft by Pigaboostin’s designers collaborated 
closely with the team at Aidada Education to build them 
their new website, which has since helped them attract 
thousands of new clients.

World Leading College Consulting



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Campaign Websites

!



Wise & Free Florida
 MoriahBarnhart1 

The Cloudsoft by Pigaboostin team worked closely with 
the W&FF organisation to understand the basis of their 
petition and build it into a website to attract people to 
the petition.

Florida based petition



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Blogs

!



Tanner Hnidey  Commandersavage 
Excellent work! Exactly what I wanted! Professional, 
patient and accomodating!Religious blog



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Services

!



ABN Home Loan
 Emapin 

Cloudsoft by Pigaboostin collaborated with the ABN 
Home Loan team to create them a unique website that 
suited their brand!

Australian Home Loan Company



EP Luxury Rent a Car
 Emapin 

Cloudsoft by Pigaboostin worked closely alongside the 
EP Luxury Rent a Car team to completely modernise 
their business by taking it online!

Luxury Car Rental Company



Grown Creative  Grown_Creative 
Couldn’t recommend more - amazing communication & 
delivered exactly what I ask for. Great value - 10/10!Sydney Content Production Company



Please note that some since the publishing of this 
document, some sites may have been discontinued 
by the owner, changed by the owner or altered 
since our photos.  Access these sites at your own 
risk, we are not liable for any content on the site 
since we finish our work

Music

!



Aruba Ariba!

 AnnieMac155 
These guys SO exceeded my expectations. Fabulous 
intuitive approach to the project and delivered within 
the time frame, at a level better than I expected. Will 
definitely be working with them again on other projects. 
They made me feel confident in a medium that I'm very 
unfamiliar with... 
Highly recommend!!

Australian Classic Band Hits



Fleetwoodmacshow  AnnieMac155 
Highly recommend!!

Australian Island Vibes Band



80’s On The Edge  AnnieMac155 
Hey Oli, Awesome job as usual - love your work

Australian 70’s and 80’s Band
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Design Offerings
Learn more about how we can help you build your dream website!

Basic Plan 
Our basic tier is where our team will take your small existing 
WIX website and give it a fresh new redesign. Inclusive of the 
price we will update the SEO, optimise the site for viewing on 
all devices and update the content of the website for you if 
you so desire and of course provide your entire site with a 
fresh new look tailored to your brand. 

Standard Plan 
Our standard tier will cover one of two things. Either we will 
take your large existing website and extensively provide you 
with all of the services in basic, or, we will build you a brand 
new small website from scratch to fit your brand new 
business! The site will include everything you need from the 
design to the extras like SEO, device optimisation and more! 

Premium Plan 
Our premium tier is when we will create you a brand new 
medium-large website from scratch to suit your brand, with 
unlimited pages and unlimited plugin setup included. 
Additionally everything featured in basic and standard is 
included.

Addons 
Extra Fast Delivery 
Our team will work extra hard to get your site finished and 
delivered to you in an extra fast amount of time! 

6 Months / 1 Year Support 
For the selected time period of either 6 months or 1 year, our 
team will constantly monitor your website for security 
issues, update the website’s information periodically, fix bugs, 
update site security and manage/update plugins. Additionally, 
we will provide you with 4 (6 mo) or 8 (1 yr) minor redesigns 
that can be made at your desire discretion during the time of 
the support plan (these expire at the end of the support 
period, however you can always extend your plan). 

Premium SEO 
Basic SEO’s are included in all plans, however, if you need 
more, we will bring in seasoned and internationally reputable 
SEO experts specifically for your website. 

Premium Advertisements 
We will hire an external team of professional advertisers to 
run an ad campaign for your website. (Results not 
guaranteed)



Our Feedback
Hear what our valued clients have to say about our work!

 Anniemac155 
These guys SO exceeded my expectations. Fabulous intuitive 
approach to the project and delivered within the time frame, 
at a level better than I expected. Will definitely be working 
with them again on other projects. They made me feel 
confident in a medium that I'm very unfamiliar with... Highly 
recommend!! 

 commandersavage 
Excellent Work! Exactly What I Wanted! 

 Joseph Kington 
Amazing, clean professional design thank you very much. 
This current delivery was sent exceptionally fast 

 Macaman14 
Absolutely incredible , communication is incredible , fast 
turn around and fast response, always happy to listen to 
what we needed and changed any and everything at the drop 
of a hat for us! 100000% recommend these guys and will 
work with them in the future. Couldn’t of asked for a better 
website design! THANKYOU 

Addons 
Extra Fast Delivery 
Our team will work extra hard to get your site finished and 
delivered to you in an extra fast amount of time! 

6 Months / 1 Year Support 
For the selected time period of either 6 months or 1 year, our 
team will constantly monitor your website for security 
issues, update the website’s information periodically, fix bugs, 
update site security and manage/update plugins. Additionally, 
we will provide you with 4 (6 mo) or 8 (1 yr) minor redesigns 
that can be made at your desire discretion during the time of 
the support plan (these expire at the end of the support 
period, however you can always extend your plan). 

Premium SEO 
Basic SEO’s are included in all plans, however, if you need 
more, we will bring in seasoned and internationally reputable 
SEO experts specifically for your website. 

Premium Advertisements 
We will hire an external team of professional advertisers to 
run an ad campaign for your website. (Results not 
guaranteed)
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